A new approach is developed to integrate numerically the equations of motion for systems of interacting rigid polyatomic molecules. With the aid of a leapfrog framework, we directly involve principal angular velocities into the integration, whereas orientational positions are expressed in terms of either principal axes or quaternions. As a result, the rigidness of molecules appears to be an integral of motion, despite the atom trajectories are evaluated approximately. In the case of microcanonicalensemble dynamics, the approach leads to an algorithm which is free of any iterative procedures. It is shown that the algorithm derived exhibits significantly better properties in energy conservation with respect to all known rigid-body integrators. A thermostatted version is also described.
I. INTRODUCTION
A lot of theories in physical chemistry treats the molecular liquid as a system of classical rigid bodies. The method of molecular dynamics (MD) remains the main tool for investigation of such a model. An important problem in MD simulations is the development of stable and efficient algorithms for integrating the equations of motion with orientational degrees of freedom. The straightforward parameterization of these degrees, Euler angles, is very inefficient for numerical calculations because of singularities inherent in the description [1] [2] [3] . Within singularity free approaches, the orientations of molecules typically are expressed in terms of quaternions [4] [5] [6] .
High-order predictor-corrector Gear methods were utilized to integrate the rigid-body equations of motion in early investigations [7] [8] [9] [10] . These multistep schemes are not reversible, and it is not clear that the extra order obtained is relevant, since they rather quickly become exhibit poor long-term stability of energy with increasing the step size [11] .
Various alternatives to the Gear approach have been proposed and implemented over the years. These include the family of integrators comprising Verlet [12] , velocity Verlet [13] , leapfrog [14] , and Beeman [15] methods, which are based on the Störmer central difference approximation [7, 16] of accelerations. Such integrators proved to be the most efficient, because high accuracy can be reached with minimal cost measured in terms of force evaluations. The main problem with these methods is that they were originally constructed, in fact, to integrate translational motion, assuming that accelerations are velocity-independent, and, therefore, additional modifications are necessary to use them for rotational dynamics. Analogous problems arise for charged particles moving in an external magnetic field.
In the atomic approach, the parameterization of orientational degrees of freedom can be circumvented by involving fundamental variables, namely, the individual Cartesian coordinates of atomic sites [11, [17] [18] [19] . As a result, the Störmer formula and its velocity leapfrog variant appear to be directly applicable. The dynamics is determined by integrating the equations of motion for these sites, subject to constraints that the intramolecular bond distances are fixed. Until now, the great majority of MD simulations on rigid polyatomics are performed using the atomic-constraint technique due to its exceptional long-time stability. However, the application of this approach is inconvenient, in general, for several reasons. First, when there are more than two, three or four sites in the cases of linear, planar and three-dimensional molecules, respectively, the orientations cannot be defined uniquely. Second, as the number of atoms in each molecule is raised the number of constraints increases dramatically, decreasing the efficiency of the computations. Moreover, to exactly reproduce the rigid molecular structure, very complicated systems of nonlinear equations are needed to be solved at each time step of the integration process. An additional computational complexity arises in the force evaluations for intermolecular potentials that are not easily decomposable into direct site-site interactions such as potentials expressed through multi-pole expansions.
In order to obviate these difficulties, Ahlrichs and Brode have devised a hybrid method [20] in which the principal axes of molecules are considered as pseudo particles and constraint forces are introduced to maintain their orthonormality and, as a consequence, the molecular rigidity. The principal axes were evaluated within the Verlet framework via a recursive procedure which does not solve exactly the constraint equations to convergence, but instead writes the rotational matrix as an exponential for sum of some anti-symmetric matrices, restricting by a finite number of terms. A similar procedure has been used to adopt the pseudo-particle approach to velocityVerlet and Beeman integrations [21] . It was established, however, that the exponential propagation leads to worse results on energy conservation than those obtained in the atomic-constraint technique. Such a situation can be explained by the fact that, although the omitted higher-order terms are in the self-consistency with the order of truncation errors for the algorithms used, they involve an unpredictable additional discrepancy in the evaluation of coordinates and the influence of this discrepancy appears to be significant already at relatively small values of the step size. Recently, acting in the spirit of the pseudo-particle formalism, a leapfrog-like algorithm has also been proposed [22] . In this algorithm the entire rotation matrix as well as the corresponding conjugate momentum are treated as dynamical variables, and the matrix of constrain forces is evaluated exactly. In such a way, the lost precision seems was reproduced, but this required again to find solutions by iteration to the systems of highly nonlinear equations. The pseudo-particle and atomic approaches have yet a major disadvantage in that it is very hard to extend them to thermostatted versions. This is so, because the two problems on the conservation of temperature and molecular rigidity are coupled between themselves in a very complicated manner that prevents to resolve them in practice.
The first efforts on adopting the Störmer group of integrators to rotational motion in its pure form were done by Fincham [23] [24] . As a result, rotational versions of the leapfrog algorithm have been proposed on the basis of equations of motion for angular momenta of molecules in the laboratory frame. In the case of a more accurate implicit version, the system of four nonlinear equations per molecule is solved by iteration for the same number of quaternion components [24] . To ensure the rigidness of molecules, the unit norm of quaternions was preserved using a rescaling method [9, 24] . As was soon realized [21, 25] , angular-momentum versions are not very efficient at least in energy-conserving simulations, given that the artificial procedure is used to maintain the unit norm of quaternions and additional transformations with approximately computed rotational matrices and angular momenta are necessary to evaluate the principal components of angular velocities. Nevertheless, the chief achievement of rotational leapfrog versions was that they have allowed to perform thermostatted simulations on rigid polyatomics for the first time. The question of how to replace the crude quaternion renormalization by a more natural procedure has been considered too [25] . As a consequence, the quaternion dynamics with constraints was formulated and a new algorithm within the velocity Verlet framework was introduced. It has been shown [25, 26] that this algorithm conserves the total energy better than the implicit leapfrog integrator but not sufficiently.
Quite recently, to improve the stability, a new angular-velocity leapfrog algorithm for rigid-body simulations has been proposed [26] . Its main advantages were the intrinsic conservation of rigid structures and excellent stability properties. But a common drawback, existing in long-term stable integrators of rigid polyatomics, still remained, namely, the necessity to solve by iteration the systems of nonlinear equations. Although such equations are much simpler than those arising in the atomic and pseudo-particle approaches, the iterative solution should be considered as a negative feature.
In the present paper we develop the angular-velocity algorithm by avoiding any iterative procedures and show that the total energy can be conserved even better than within the cumbersome atomic technique. A thermostatted version of the algorithm is derived as well. We demonstrate that it gives the possibility to carry out simulations with extra large time steps, which are unaccessible in usual approaches.
II. THE ADVANCED LEAPFROG ALGORITHM
We shall deal with a classical collection of N identical rigid molecules composed of M point interaction sites. According to the molecular approach, the dynamics for such a system can be considered in view of translational and rotational motions. 
which represent the well-known Newton's law, where
is the force acting on molecule i due to the site-site interactions f ab ij with the other (j = i) molecules and v i designates the center-of-mass velocity.
A. Rotational motion in body-vector and quaternion representations
In the body-vector representation [4, 20, 21] , the Cartesian coordinates of three principal axes XY Z of the molecule are assumed to be orientational variables. These variables can be collected into the 3 × 3 orthonormal matrices A i , so that the site positions in the laboratory frame are r
+ is a vector-column of these positions in the body frame attached to the molecule and A + denotes the matrix transposed to A. The time-independent quantities ∆ a (a = 1, . . . , M) are completely defined by the rigid molecular structure. The rate of change in time of orientational matrices can be given as
where Q(Ω i ) is a skewsymmetric matrix again. The normalization condition q i 2 =
, where I designates the unit matrix, has been used to obtain Eq. (4). A consequence from the last conditions is that only three independent parameters are necessary to describe the nine elements of the orientational matrix and the four components of the quaternion.
The relations (2) and (4) for orientational coordinates need to be supplemented by the Euler's equations for angular velocities
where J α denote the time-independent moments inertia of the molecule along its principal axes (α = X, Y, Z) and K 
)} be an initial spatially-velocity configuration of the system, where the velocities and positions are defined on alternate half-time steps with h being the fixed step size and S i (t) ≡ A i (t) or q i (t) are the orientational coordinates for the principal-axes or quaternion representations, respectively. The translational variables can be integrated applying the usual [14] leapfrog algorithm
in which the molecular forces f i (t) are explicitly evaluated in terms of known spatial coordinates r i (t) and S i (t). As can be verified easily, expanding the left-and righthand sides of both the lines of Eq. (6) into Taylor series over h, the algorithm produces truncation single-step errors of order h 3 in coordinates and velocities (a more detailed discussion on local and global errors is presented in Appendix A).
In the case of rotational motion it is not a simple matter to adopt the standard leapfrog scheme, since the principal angular accelerations are velocity-dependent and the time derivatives of orientational coordinates depend not only on the angular velocity but also on the coordinates themselves. These problems were handled previously by Fincham [24] in his angular-momentum versions of the leapfrog algorithm. Recently [25, 26] , it was shown that more superior techniques follow when the principal angular velocities, instead of angular momenta, are involved directly into the integration. Within the leapfrog framework, mid-step values for the angular velocities can be evaluated by writing
where Euler equations (5) have been taken into account, (α, β, γ) denote an array of three cyclic permutations for (X, Y, Z) and the molecular torques K i α (t) are computed via the coordinates r i (t) and S i (t). Equation (7) presents a rotational-motion analog for the first line of (6) but it must be complemented by a propagation of the products of angular velocities to on-step levels of time. It is quite naturally to perform such a propagation in the form
where the second-order accuracy is in the self-consistency with the third-order truncation errors arising when evaluating angular velocities. In view of the last equality, vector expression (7) is an implicit equation with respect to
), which allows to be solved by iteration [26] . But an essential advantage of the approach presented lies in the fact that the solutions to (7) can be cast in quadratures without applying any iterative procedures. This question will be considered in the next subsection.
Analogously to the second line of the translational-motion algorithm (6), we evaluate orientational coordinates,
for the cases of principal-axis vectors (
Q i ) representations, where Eqs. (2) and (4) have been used. The matrices
are only velocity-dependent and they are calculated in (9) using the already defined values of
), whereas the obvious choice for mid-step values of the orientational variables is
Equations (9) and (10) constitute, in fact, a system of linear equations with respect to elements of A i (t + h) or q i (t + h), which, is solved analytically,
where it is understood that I designates either three-or four-dimensional unit matrix in the principal axes or quaternion domains, respectively. The single integration process described can be repeated for the next time step, shifting the initial time t to t + h. In such a way, step by step (n = 1, 2, . . .) the
)h)} of the system is numerically evaluated.
Taking into account expressions (2) and (4) for matrix H i , the result (11) can be written more explicitly,
where
β denotes a symmetric matrix which, as the matrices W i and Q i , is computed in (12) using the angular velocities at the middle-step time t + 
where exp designates the matrix exponential. From Eq. (13) it becomes clear that the matrices D i and G i define three-and four-dimensional rotations on angles ϕ i and φ i in the laboratory frame and quaternion space, respectively. In the first case the rotation is performed around the unit vector
, whereas in the second one it is carried out around a virtual orth which is perpendicular to all four orths of the quaternion space.
As far as the evolution matrices are rotational ones, the following statement emerges immediately. If initially the orthonormality of A i and the unit norm of q i are fulfilled, they will be satisfied perfectly in future, despite an approximate character of the evaluated coordinate trajectories {r i (t + nh), S i (t + nh)}. This excellent property distin-guishes the algorithm introduced from all other singularity-free algorithms known, since no artificial or constraint normalizations as well as no recursive or iterative procedures are necessary to conserve the rigidness of molecules.
It is worth remarking that the quaternion and body-vector treatments are completely identical with respect to produced atom trajectories if the corresponding equations of rotational motion are solved precisely. In our leapfrog scheme the trajectories will differ between themselves by terms of orders h 3 and higher, i.e.,
That is very interesting, the matrix D i (t, h) describes the rotation around the same vector as the propagator
. We see, therefore, that the uncertainties are the same order as truncation terms of the algorithm. From this point of view, both the representations can be applied to numerical computations with equal success. However, the implicit computation (3)) of orientational matrices in terms of quaternions (the second line of Eq. (12)) requires less elementary arithmetical operations to be executed and also less memory to be saved (4N units, instead of 9N ones) for orientational positions than in the case of direct computation (the first line of (12)) that may be important in some applications of the algorithm.
C. Quasianalytical solutions for angular velocities
We shall show in this subsection how to perform analytically the evaluation of principal angular velocities in our advanced leapfrog algorithm. The system (Eqs. (7) and (8)) of three equations per molecule is needed to be solved with respect to the same number of unknowns Ω
), where α = X, Y, Z, during such an evaluation.
First of all it is necessary to point out that the equations are nonlinear only when all the principal moments of inertia are different, i.e., when J X = J Y = J Z . Let us consider now this more difficult case (specific examples are described in Subsect. II D).
We notice that the first two equations (α = X, Y ) of system (7) appear to be linear
) which, therefore, can easily be expressed in
). The result is
The last inequalities follow from the requirements J α > 0 and
Substituting the result (14) for
) into the third equation (α = Z) of system (7) and presenting the Z-th component of the angular velocity as
) = s 0 + δ yields the following algebraic equation
with the coefficients
where ϑ ± = 1±h 2 µ 2 s 2 0 . The equation (15) , t], i.e., putting
As a result, one obtains
that represents the original values of
) with the second-order truncation error, These omitted terms can even be minimized yet, provided
then the X-and Y -th components of the angular velocity are the most slow variables and estimation (17) for
) becomes more accurate, decreasing the deviation |δ|.
Moreover, at given values of J X , J Y and J Z , the multiplier µ 2 riches a minimum when min α=X,Y,Z |J α | = J Z , decreasing the influence of the highest-order coefficients again.
That is why the algebraic equation must be constructed with respect to the component Ω i Z associated with the least value for principal moments of inertia. Eq. (15) is now transformed to the third-order algebraic equation
which can easily be solved analytically. The result is
Among the three solutions only the first one δ 1 is real and satisfies the physical boundary condition ∼ h 2 when h goes to zero (the other two solutions δ 2,3 are purely imaginary at h → 0 and they tend to infinity as ∼ ±i/h).
Therefore, the desired Z-th component of the angular velocity is
The rest two components
) can be reproduced on the basis of equalities (14) .
D. Integration in specific cases
Although the algorithm derived can be applied to arbitrary rigid polyatomics, some simplifications are possible using special properties of the molecule. The simplest case is molecules with a spherical distribution of mass, when all the moments of inertia are equal, i.e., J X = J Y = J Z ≡ J and arbitrary tree perpendicular between themselves axes can be chosen as principal ones at an initial time. Then, no velocity-dependent contributions into the torques (the second terms in the right-hand sides of equation (5)) appear and it is more convenient to work within the body-vector representation and to rewrite the equations of rotational motion (2) and (5) in terms of the angular velocity
leapfrog trajectories for these equations are obvious:
and
For some particular models, the orientational part of the intermolecular potential can be expressed using only unit three-component vectors ρ i passing through the cen- 
. Planar molecules do not present a specific case within our approach and they should be handled in the usual way similarly to treedimensional bodies. The integration in the presence of an external electromagnetic field is considered in Appendix B.
III. THERMOSTATTED VERSIONS
Since the velocities appear explicitly in our approach, it is possible to introduce various thermostats to simulate canonical ensembles. As is well known [24, 27] , thermostatted versions allow to perform simulations with significantly greater step sizes than those used within the energy-conserving dynamics. In canonical ensembles the time evolution is determined provided the temperature T = 2Γ/(lNk B ) of the system is an integral of motion, where Γ and k B are the kinetic energy and the Boltzmann's constant, respectively. The number l of degrees of freedom per particle is equal to 6 for arbitrary rigid polyatomics, except the cases of linear molecules (l = 5) and pure translational motion (l = 3).
The simplest thermostatted version is based on the estimation of on-step translational velocities
commonly used to calculate the kinetic part Γ ({v i (t)}) ≡ Γ (t) = 1 2 N i=1 mv i 2 (t) of the total energy and, as a consequence, the temperature T (t) at time t during the standard leapfrog step (6) . Then, velocities (22) are modified as v ′ i (t) = βv i (t) using the scaling factor β = T 0 /T , where T 0 is the required constant temperature [28] . The velocity integration is completed by
)] and T ({v ′ i (t)}) = T 0 . Similar modifications are obtained within the angular-momentum algorithms [24] .
In our case it is not so obvious to extend the angular-velocity algorithm to a thermostatted version on the basis of such rather intuitive grounds, because the angular accelerations are velocity-dependent. For this reason we consider first the question how to reproduce result (23) in the framework of a more consequent approach. The main idea lies in the following. In the thermostat the velocities are not independent and constrained by the condition Γ = const. The last equality can be satisfied introducing the generalized friction forces −λ(t)∇ v i Γ = −λ(t)mv i (t). These virtual forces are now added to the real ones and, as a result, solution (6) for translational velocities transforms into
where on-step velocities v i (t) match Eq. (22) . Solving equation (24) In such a manner, the temperature of the system is conserved exactly at on-step levels of time during the leapfrog trajectories, i.e., T (t + (n − 1)h) = T 0 , whereas it will differ slightly from the requested value by terms of order h 3 and higher at mid step times, i.e., T (t + (n − 1/2)h) = T 0 + O(h 3 ), being in the self-consistency with the same order of truncation errors for velocities (24) .
Consider now the angular-velocity integration within the generalized friction formalism. For rigid molecules the kinetic energy consists of translational and rotational
the introduction of additional friction torques, −λ(t)∂Γ/∂Ω
, together with the translational friction forces described above. Then, using the estimation of on-step angular velocities
needed to computer the friction torques, and collecting two terms of the real torque acting on molecule i into the one vector L i with the components
we modify equation (7) as
The translational-velocity part of the thermostatted dynamics can be proceeded, rewriting Eq. (24) in the following equivalent form
The generalized friction coefficient λ, arising in Eqs. (27) and (28) , is found to provide the temperature constant. For example, we can apply the usual on-step constanttemperature scheme for which T (t) = T 0 . In our algorithm, it appears to be more convenient to conserve the temperature at mid-step levels of time. The last scheme looks more naturally within the leapfrog framework, because the velocities are really generated at these levels and no additional interpolations like (22) and (25) are necessary to computer the temperature. In the energy-conserving dynamics, such interpolations are commonly used to synchronize kinetic and potential parts of the total energy to the same times. Thermostatted calculations are not needed in this synchronization given that the total energy fluctuations are completely determined by correlations of the potential energy. It is worth emphasizing also that the mid-step constant-temperature
scheme cannot be applied directly to angular-momentum algorithms [24] , where the angular velocities are not well defined quantities at middle time steps. 
Thus, putting T (t +
The vector equation (27) in view of expressions (26) and (29) ). The system of equations can now be solved iteratively, putting initially
), in all nonlinear terms which are collected in the right-hand side of (27) . The (29) and (30)) depends nonlinearly on angular velocities of all molecules. Therefore, to take the next iteration we must complete the previous one for each molecule and then recalculate λ. When the required iterative precision is achieved, the iterations are stopped and the obtained angular velocities
) are used to calculate a final value for λ. Then this value is substituted into
Eq. (28) to evaluate new translational velocities v i (t +
h 2
). The coordinates S i (t + h)
and r i (t + h) are updated according to the same rules (see Eq. (12) and the second line of Eq. (6)) as for energy-conserving dynamics.
The existence of the generalized friction coefficient λ(t) makes the time evolution of the system to be irreversible. This coefficient can accept positive as well as negative values. As in the case of real mechanical friction, the positive values will correspond to decreasing the total energy of the system. At negative values a portion of the energy is transferred from the thermostat to the system.
IV. MD TESTS. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS METHODS
The system chosen was the TIP4P model of water [29] at a density of mN/V = 1 g/cm 3 and temperature of T =298 K. Such a system should provide a very severe test for rotational algorithms because of the low moments of inertia of the molecule and the large torques due to the site-site interactions. To reduce cut-off effects we used a cubic sample of N = 256 molecules and the reaction field geometry [30] . When evaluating molecular forces and torques, intersite components of the TIP4P potential were cut off and shifted to zero at the truncation point to avoid the system energy drift associated with the passage of sites through the surface of the cut-off sphere. The cutoff radius was at half the box length. Our MD programs were implemented in Fortran language using double precision throughout. They were executed on a Pentium-S 120
MHz personal computer at around 0.8 s per time step. All runs were started from an identical well equilibrated configuration.
A. Energy-conserving dynamics
One of the most important tests to verify that MD simulations in microcanonical (NVE) ensembles are proceeding correctly is the test on conservation of the total energy of the system. Since the coordinates and velocities are evaluated approximately within a particular algorithm, the total energy will not conserve exactly. Instead, it will oscillate around a constant level or even deviate significantly when the numerical solutions are produced with insufficient accuracy. To reproduce features of an NVE ensemble properly, it is necessary for the ratio Υ = E/U of the total energy fluctuations
1/2 /| E | to the corresponding fluctuations U of the potential energy, averaged along the generated phase trajectory, to be no more than a few per cent. The total energy E = Γ + U consists of the kinetic Γ and potential U parts. Thus, the computation of E at time t within a leapfrog framework requires the knowledge of on-step velocities. These velocities can be calculated using estimators (22) and (25), where the main term O(h 2 ) of uncertainties is in law with the second order of global errors for our algorithm (see Appendix A).
We have made comparative tests performing MD runs on the basis of our advanced leapfrog algorithm within quaternion and principal-axes variables, as well as all other approaches of which we are aware. They are the fifth-order Gear integrator [7] , implicit leapfrog algorithm of Fincham [24] , pseudo-site formalism by Ahlrichs and Brode [20] , angular-velocity Verlet method in matrix-and quaternion-constraint schemes [21, 25] , and the atomic-constraint technique [11, 17] . All the algorithms took almost the same computer time per step and near 97% of the total time were spent to evaluate pair interactions.
The results obtained for the total energy fluctuations E as functions of the length of the NVE simulations are shown in Fig. 1 at four fixed step sizes, h = 1, 2, 3 and 4 fs.
Note that a step size of 2 fs is normally used [31] to simulate water within the atomicconstraint approach. As was expected, the Gear algorithm, being of higher-order in truncations errors, generated more precise trajectories at tiny step sizes (h < 1 fs).
However, it seems to be unstable already for the least time step presented (h = 1 fs, subset (a) of the figure) and leads to the worst results at greater step sizes (see, for example, the case h = 2 fs in subset (b)). Somewhat better pattern is observed in the Fincham's leapfrog (marked simply "leapfrog" in Fig. 1 ) and pseudo-site schemes.
But the results are rather poor at moderate and great time steps, h ≥ 2 fs (subsets Fig. 1 to simplify the graph. The leapfrog trajectories have been generated applying quasianalytical solutions (Eqs. (14) and (21)) for angular velocities. . This is completely in line with the square growth of global errors and, as a consequence, E(t) at t ≫ h. All other approaches (except the Gear integrator) exhibited the square growth at sufficiently small h as well. However, only the advanced leapfrog algorithm has provided a minimum of C and, as a consequence, the best total energy conservation.
Such a conservation can even be improved considerable applying a better estimation of on-step velocities. Despite the usual second-order estimators (22) and (25) are in the self-consistency with the same order of global errors, an additional portion is involved into the main term of uncertainties increasing the coefficient C with no relation to the real accuracy of the computed trajectory. Although various more accurate estimators are available [32] to decrease C, they increase significantly coefficients at higher powers of h in the global errors. This makes the simulations unusable for moderate and large step sizes. The influence of higher order terms on the long-time stability in this case cannot be predicted analytically a priori, and should rather be measured numerically.
We have established that among higher-order estimators only the following four-point symmetric scheme
can be recommended for the calculation of on-step velocities V ≡ {v i , Ω i } within our leapfrog framework. It is understood, of course, that mid-step velocities in the righthand site of Eq. (31) are already defined quantities. Thus, the computation of the total energy E at time t becomes possible, when the velocity step t + 3h 2
has been passed and the potential energy U(t) (known at this stage already at t + h) has been taken from memory. The corresponding results for E, obtained in such a way, are plotted in Fig. 1 by the boldest curves marked as "modified leapfrog". In this case, the total-energy fluctuations decrease about in 1.5 times with respect to the usual two-point scheme.
However, the retarded calculation of the total energy requires the previous potential energy and the velocities from three previous steps to be stored in memory.
B. Canonical-ensemble simulations
In the temperature-constant (NVT) dynamics the temperature is conserved exactly by construction and the effect of increasing step sizes on the precision of produced trajectories can be investigated by measuring other relevant functions of the system and comparing them with exact quantities. In our canonical-and microcanonical-ensemble simulations the following thermodynamic quantities were evaluated every step and averaged: total energy, potential energy, temperature, specific heat at constant volume, and mean-square forces and torques. The structure of the TIP4P water was investigated by determining the oxygen-oxygen and hydrogen-hydrogen radial distribution functions (RDFs). Center-of-mass (CM) and angular-velocity (AV) time autocorrelation functions (TAFs) were also found. Orientational relaxation was studied by evaluating the molecular dipole-axis (DA) autocorrelations. To reduce statistical noise, all the measurements were taken over 20 000 time steps. The NVE simulation, performed within the atomic-constraint technique at h = 2 fs, was considered as a benchmark against which other algorithms and step sizes are to be compared.
First of all, to finish the discussion with the NVE integrators, we report that deviations in all the measured functions with respect to their benchmark values were in a complete agreement with the corresponding relative deviations Υ in the total energy conservation. For example, the results obtained with the help of the advanced leapfrog algorithm at h = 2 fs were indistinguishable from the benchmark ones. At the same time, they differed as large as around 5%, 10% or even 20% with increasing the time step to 4 fs, 5 fs or 6 fs, respectively, however, these differences were smaller than in the case of other integrators. Therefore, there is a little point in pursuing the energy-conserving algorithms to time steps larger than 5 fs because the deviations become evident.
What about the NVT simulations? They have been performed using explicit and implicit algorithms [24] as well as the advanced leapfrog integrator within the quaternion representation. To our knowledge, no other temperature-constrained algorithms of rotational motion are available. The mean values U of the potential energy and the specific heat per particle of the system at constant volume of this gain in time is due to applying the mid-step, instead of on-step, scheme for the conservation of temperature. This avoids additional uncertainties caused by using estimators for on-step velocities. As can be seen from the Fig. 2 , the advanced leapfrog integrator allows to be used even with a huge time step of 10 fs, given that then there is no detectable difference in RDFs and the CM and AV TAFs are also close.
In the advanced NVT algorithm, the principal angular velocities converged at each step to a relative tolerance of 10 −6 in average from 5 to 10 iterations with varying the step size from 2 fs to 10 fs. Our calculations were carried out with the tolerance of 10 −10 that required to perform in average from 8 till 16 iterations for h = 2-10 fs.
This contributed a negligible small portion additionally into the total computer time.
The convergence of the iterations was observed up to h = 12 fs. For the usual implicit leapfrog algorithm, the standard iterative procedure for quaternion components begins to diverge already at h > 8 fs. To handle the simulations in this case, special efforts for the convergence has been applied.
In view of the results obtained in this subsection, we can stay that at present time the interval of 10 fs should be considered as an upper step size in reliable NVT simulations on water at room temperatures. Can this practical limit be improved in future, for example, by using a better numerical integrator? Such an improvement looks rather doubtful for the following reason. It is quite evident that an arbitrary numerical scheme will work properly at such values h of the time step when the increments in coordinates and velocities during this step are much smaller than the characteristic lengths:
, an angle of 1 radian, heat translational,
Therefore, to estimate an upper theoretical limit h * for the step size, it is necessary to increase h and observe when at least one of four inequalities in (32) will break completely. In water, the translational dynamical variables are much slower with respect to fast orientational degrees of freedom. Further, owing to the low moments of inertia of the molecule and the large torques, only the last condition
∼ Ω 2 really will participate in the definition of h * . Our computations, performed with the help of the advanced leapfrog integrator using the tiny step size of 1 fs to reduce the influence of truncation errors to a minimum, have showed that this condition is fulfilled just as far as h * ∼ 10 fs.
Even if we imagine a hypothetical situation when the equations of motion are solved exactly at arbitrary h, the simulations with step sizes greater than 10 fs may have not so important meaning in practical applications. This is so, because relevant time correlation functions decay during the 10 fs period in a characteristic way (for example, the AV TAF decreases more than twice). Then, such a time discreteness will lead to the loss of information about these functions at molecular length scales, resulting in a distorting of investigated quantities such as the rotational diffusion coefficient, frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity and others.
V. SUMMARY
We have formulated a new approach for the numerical integration of the equations of motion for systems with interacting rigid bodies. Unlike other standard methods, the principal angular velocities are involved directly into the integration within our approach. The algorithm derived is categorized as a rotational leapfrog, since the variables saved are mid-step angular velocities and on-step orientational positions. The orientations can be expressed in terms of either quaternions or entire rotational matrices.
The propagation of velocity-and orientation-dependent quantities to the corresponding middle time points was done using a simple averaging over the two nearest neighboring values that is in the spirit of the leapfrog idea as well. As a result, the following significant benefits have been achieved: (a) the exact conservation of rigid structures appears to be an intrinsic feature of the algorithm, and (b) all the evaluations are performed analytically, without involving any iterative procedures. The relative simplicity of the angular-velocity scheme has made possible also to introduce a thermostatted version and resolve a problem on the integration of motion for polyatomic molecules with charged sites in the presence of an external inhomogeneous electromagnetic field.
It has been shown on the basis of an actual computer experiment on water that the algorithm presented exhibits noticeably better stability properties than those observed in all other rigid-motion integrators known. Being thermostatted it has allowed to reproduce correct results with time steps which are very close to the upper theoretical limit. The algorithm can easily be implemented for arbitrary rigid bodies and substituted into existing program codes. It seems to be the best choice for long term and great step size MD simulation of large systems with rigid polyatomic molecules.
The order of approximation for algorithms appears to be not so simple question, which was very confused and persistently misinterpreted in the literature. An interesting analysis of this problem was recently done [33] for the translational-motion leapfrog algorithm. In particular, it has been concluded that contrary to the conventional point of view, the order of local errors for this leapfrog is four rather than three for both coordinates and velocities due to a fortunate cancellation of truncation errors during two neighboring time steps. Such a conclusion was based on the fact that any trajectory produced by the standard leapfrog scheme (6) satisfies the relations
It can be verified easily that the predictors given by Eq. (A1) are accurate to fourth order in time step with respect to truncation errors. The second line of Eq. (A1) exactly represents the well-known Störmer formula, whereas the first one can be considered as its velocity analog within the same fourth-order accuracy (note that h
). Using Eqs. (7) and (11), similar relations can be obtained for orientational variables,
where L i is defined according to Eq. (26) and
These relations are also fourth order and, thus, the same order for local errors is reproduced for S i and Ω i too within our advanced leapfrog scheme, despite the second order of propagations (8) and (10) . The reason for this results again from a cancellation of errors arising in coordinates and velocities during the integration process. Such an increasing of order of the approximation should be considered as an additional positive feature of the algorithm which can explain its long-term stability properties.
Equalities (A2) are, in fact, variants of the same Störmer formula within O(h 4 ) accuracy.
Indeed, let U i (t) = K i (t) + W(Ω i (t))JΩ i (t) be the exact full torque acting on molecule i at time t, where J denotes the diagonal matrix of principal moments of inertia. Then replacing this function by its approximate counterpart L i (t), we involve errors of order O(h 2 ), i.e., The local errors are only a part of the story, because they accumulate step by step thus producing so-called global errors. For the translational leapfrog algorithm it has been shown [33] that the characteristic square growth in global deviations of the total energy with increasing the step size can be a result of additional interpolation errors appearing in second-order estimator (22) of on-step kinetic energy with no relation to the accuracy of the computed trajectory. If higher order estimators (like (31) ) are used, the global error in the total energy must be between O(h 2 ) and O(h 3 ) but it depends upon specific properties of the equations of motion. This conclusion is valid for the advanced angular-velocity algorithm as well. The last statement can briefly be grounded as follows.
First of all, it is worth remarking that equations (6) and (A1) as well as Eqs. (7), (8), (11) and (A2) (7), (8) and (11) . Starting from arbitrary initial conditions, a completely non-leapfrog trajectory can be produced by (A1) and (A2) (for example, the matrices S i (t+2h) can be not orthonormal in this case). For the same reason, we should treat the increasing order of truncation errors to four in somewhat conditional meaning. Indeed, let the point P 1 belongs the exact trajectory. Then at the start of the integration process (A1) and (A2) the point P 2 , according to the single leapfrog step, will be localized in phase space within errors of order O(h 3 ) and these errors in its turn will be transferred step by step in the produced trajectory. Therefore, we can talk about O(h 4 ) local deviations with respect to the exact trajectory which was perturbed initially by O(h 3 ) uncertainties. To reach the pure third order in global errors of energy, such a perturbation must be avoided. This requires that the exact trajectory passes (at least within O(h 4 ) accuracy) through the both leapfrog states P 1 and P 2 . However, since we have only two translational and two rotational firstorder equations of motion per molecule, this exact solution does not necessarily exist. In the general case, even specially choosing initial point P 1 , one can fit precisely either the leapfrog coordinates {r i (t + h), S i (t + h)} or velocities {v i (t + Consider, finally, how to perform the integration in the presence of external electromagnetic fields. The electric field E(r, t) involves additional terms, f E i (t) = 
